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PRESIDENT'S FOREWORD
SR GARY NINGKAN
Greetings fellow Members!
Free Life Membership Registration Campaign
(Dayak Graduates Below 40 Years Old)
As of March 2022, less than 30% of existing
members of SDGA were below 40 years of age. To
expand the pool of talents to ensure sustainability
of the Association, it was unanimously agreed that
the membership registration fee to be waived from
1st March to 31st October 2022 for Dayak
Graduates below age 40.
Today, we have registered more than 450 new
members below age 40, thus bringing the
percentage of members below 40 years old to
approximately 40%. Let’s spread the words and get
more young Dayak Graduates to join us and
contribute back to the community.

SDGA Education Fair 2022
We organised our inaugural Education Fair at UCSI
Hotel on 14 & 15 March 2022. The fair was held to
create a platform for students who have not decided
on a course or a university to speak to university
representatives to help chart their educational journey.
We would like to thank our main partner – UCSI
Hotel, and participating institutions namely UNIMAS
Business School, Cyberjaya College Kuching, Open
University Malaysia (OUM), Sunway College
Kuching, University Teknologi MARA (UiTM), SEGI
College Sarawak, Swinburne University, Yayasan
Sarawak, UTS & UCSI University.
The committee is currently planning for its next
iteration slated for September 2022.
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Randau Blockchain
SDGA also held its inaugural Randau session at INVENT Space on 18 June 2022. The topic of the
Randau was on fundamentals and basic applications of Blockchain technology.
The Randau was attended by our fellow Member, YB Kennedy Chuk Pai (ADUN Murum) and over
30 other participants from SDGA, Sarawak E-Sports Association (SESA), Sarawak Entrepreneurs
Association (SEA), DUBS, and Sarawak Society for the Deaf.
Our matter experts and guest speakers were Mr Amarjit Singh (CEO of Blockchain Academy
Malaysia) and Mr Parssanth Navaratnam of Pandolab.
The setup of the Randau was inspired by "branchau tikai" and "berandau" concept in the Ruai of a
proper traditional longhouse, brought into a modern setting at INVENT Space.

We thank all participants and Cybertech our program partner, and watch this space for its
continuation.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone Selamat Nyambut Hari Gawai Dayak 2022
Gayu Guru Gerai Nyamai Lantang Senang Nguan Menoa, and Blessed Sarawak Day 2022.
God bless Sarawak. Stay safe everyone.
Sr Gary Ningkan
JUNE/JULY 2022
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PENUMBOH GAWAI DAYAK
DI SARAWAK
Article by Amazing Sarawak Facebook Page
Photo Credit: Amazing Sarawak Facebook Page
Hari Gawai Dayak tu siti ari pengerami ti diintu di Sarawak
ninting taun kena 1 tau ka ngagai 2Haribulan Jun. Iya diintu
semua pupu raban bansa Dayak. Nya alai iya hari diau ke semua
rayat di Sarawak laban sida bela ngerami hari nya. Maya hari
tu, sida ke bansa Dayak ti diau di nengeri tauka di menua pesisir
kiruh nyambut penatai pengabang ke datai besun-sun.
Pemutus penemu deka numboh ka “ Taun Baru Dayak “ tau ka
lantang agi disebut “ Hari Gawai “ tu datai ari penerbit Radio
Sarawak ka bebansa Dayak, ianya Mr. Ian Kingsley & Owen
Liang kena ka taun 1957. Perambu tu mega di atur nengah
randau bersili (Radio Programme Organizer) lalu suah di pansut
ka pengarang berita minggu Radio Sarawak, Mr. Edward
Kechendai enggau ngangau penemu ari bala Lemambang, Tuai
raban bansa menoa serta Kaban kunsil nengeri.
Peminta deka numboh ka “ Hari Gawai Dayak “ tu enda
dikemendar ka Perintah Koloni nyentuk ka taun 1962 taja
disukong tuai raban bansa Dayak serata menoa, laban ngumbai
Hari tu dikumbai “ Hari Sarawak “ lalu diintu raban pupu bansa
di Sarawak.
Perambu tu suah mega dibantai ka Datuk Tra Zehnder ba aum
Kunsil Nengeri dalam taun 1962 ngagai taun 1963, enggau
sukong bala tuai raban bansa Dayak ti nyadi Kaban Kunsil
Nengeri maya nya. Lalu ngujung ka Datuk Micheal Buma,
ianya siko ketuai bansa Dayak ari Betong pegai menoa Saribas
dalam Bagi Kedua, keterubah ngintu tu di rumah ya empu di
Siol Kandis, Kuching kena ka 1 Jun 1963. Sarawak Dayak
National Union (SDNU) & Serakup Indu Dayak Iban Sarawak
(SIDS) antara serakup Dayak ti cukup tebilang maya nya
nyukung penuh inisiatif penumboh Hari Gawai Dayak.
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Lebuh Sarawak begulai enggau Malaya, Singapura, enggau Sabah numboh ka Malaysia.Peminta tu suah
didinga ka Kepala Menteri bebansa Dayak Iban keterubah, Tan Sri Stephen Kalong Ningkan lalu mutus ka
aum tu enggau kabinet nengeri lalu meri awak “ Hari Gawai “ tu nyadi ari besai serta pengerami menoa
Sarawak.“ Hari Gawai “ tu digazet ka Perintah Nengeri Sarawak kena ka 25hb September 1964.

Pemutus runding perintah ke ngemendarka Hari Gawai tau
ka Taun Baru Dayak nyadi hari diau diintu enggau cukup
pengerami bepun ari 1 Jun 1965 mai besai bendar reti ke
raban bansa Dayak, lalu diintu genap 1 Jun tiap taun. Iya
ukai semina nyadika tanda bansa bukai ngelala sereta
bebasaka bansa Dayak tang iya mega nyadika tali
penanchang ngagai mayuh raban bansa Dayak ti
ngujungka sida ulih beserakup sereta begulai sejalai dalam
semua pengawa.
Pengerami tu diintu kena ngingat ka tanda berkat ari asil
bumai, betanam lalu dipiring enggau ading, manuk, tuak
lalu diserta ka betiki ka pengabang lalu mayuh mega
pengawa main asal, serta macham pengawa dipejalai ka
kena ngintu pengerami tu. Kemaya hari tu Hari Gawai
udah pegari tampak rita di menua Sarawak, lalu nyentuk
ka sida udah lama pegi(bejalai), gawa beridup di nengeri
tu nanda ka asil utai ulih ba pengidup sida nyadi ka
tungkat sukung tiang pemun diri sebilik enggau menua.
Nya alai Gawai Dayak tu udah nyadi lambang pesaka
pengeraja pupu bansa Dayak, lambang penyerakup ti tegap
ukai semina diintu di Sarawak, tang serata menoa
Malaysia pia mega bala menyadi di Sabah, Brunei serta
Kalimantan.
CLICK TO VIEW ORIGINAL POST
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IMPLEMENTATION OF MINIMUM WAGE
ORDER OF RM1,500.
by Sabestiano Mike Atet
Minimum wage of RM1,500 per month has
been effectively implemented on 1st May
2022 after Minimum Wage Order (MWO)
2022 was gazetted on 27th April 2022. In
fact, the minimum wage must be revised
every two years in accordance with the
provision stipulated in National Wages
Consultative Council Act 2011. It is
definitely a positive development but the
implementation to increase the minimum
wage has received mixed responses from
various parties. There are advantages and
disadvantages depending on the perspective
that we are looking at.
From macroeconomic perspective, an
increase of minimum wage will increase a
disposable income especially for low-income
workers which results in more spending or
consumption in the economy. Previously,
there was a study by Bank Negara Malaysia
(BNM) on the Marginal Propensity to
Consume (MPC) across Household Income
Groups. MPC refers to the tendency of an
individual to spend extra income towards
consumption rather than saving it. Based on
the study,
JUNE/JULY 2022

the MPC for low-income households is
higher than that for high-income households.
Since Malaysia economy is mainly driven by
the private consumption, more spending by
the households due to increase in disposable
income will ensure the economic growth is
intact.
In term of labour utilization in the economy,
it is expected that the minimum wage policy
will maximize the labour participation rate in
the economy. With minimum wage in place
and to be gradually increased based on the
MWO determined by the government, the
workforce will perceive it as a better
incentive to take part in the labour market.
With regards to wage growth, most of the
time there will be an argument on why the
wage level is quite stagnant or increases at
slower rate when the productivity as a whole
is growing faster? As highlighted by BNM
annual report previously, wages in Malaysia
have recorded a slower growth compared to
labour productivity growth. There is a
possible
mismatch
between
labour
productivity and wage level, but this requires
close examination within the economic sector
to identify the gap.
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Due to higher prices of goods and services,
inflation has become a hot topic nowadays.
From the perspective of workers especially
those who are in low-income group, an
increase is needed to offset the rise in the cost
of living. There is an argument saying that
“with RM1,500 as minimum wage but with
everything else getting more expensive,
nothing is solved. It’s just going back to
square one”. At macro level, this is somewhat
true but one must remember that an inflation
will always present in the economy and if it
is not compensated by an increase in wages,
the low-wage workers will be more
financially stressed. It may not increase the
purchasing power but think of the increment
of minimum wage as a financial relief so that
the economic welfare of low-income workers
can be maintained, to say the least.
Since Malaysia economy is still in the midst of
recovering from prior economic contraction
due to COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, an
increase of minimum wage to RM1,500 is not
well-received by most of the business players,
particularly from small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs). They argue that many
businesses have yet to fully recover to prepandemic level and the sudden increase in
minimum wage during challenging situation
can potentially dampen the economic
recovery. The increase from previous
minimum wage of RM1,200 represents a 25%
hike in labour cost for minimum-wage workers
in which it translates to higher operating cost
for doing a business and will eat up the profit
margin. Most industries were badly affected
by COVID-19 pandemic and therefore, the
latest MWO at this juncture may compromise
an effort to revive the businesses.
JUNE/JULY 2022

Depending on the employers’ ability to cope
with increasing cost, there is a concern that
the employers may opt to freeze the job
recruitment and downsize the existing
workforce. In other words, an unemployment
rate might increase. When the first minimum
wage was implemented on 1st January 2013,
BNM suggested that the impact of the
minimum wage policy will be manageable
and further indicated that it would have small
negative effect on employment. Given
prevailing economic condition, however, the
magnitude of the effect may vary considering
global pressing issues such as previous
COVID-19
lockdown,
Russia-Ukraine
conflict and inflationary pressure which are
totally different from a decade ago. There is
still a risk of lower employment though it is
believed that the effect will be transitory.
9

While the minimum wage policy has undesirable effect on the employers, it may
incentivize them to provide additional trainings to upskill and enhance the productivity of
the employees. The companies may be encouraged to invest their capital in new
technologies and shift towards automation to upgrade the production capacity, rather than
rely on low-cost foreign labour. With the productivity-enhancing measures in place, the
companies can be more competitive and these changes would promote the transformation
of Malaysia into a high value-added, high-income economy. In simple economic
understanding, the increase in minimum wage should be linked with an increase in
productivity. Hence, required measures to enhance the productivity is crucial to sustain
the business competitiveness and does not affect the growth potential even if the
minimum wage is increase from time to time.

Depending on the employers’ ability to cope with increasing cost, there is a concern that
the employers may opt to freeze the job recruitment and downsize the existing
workforce. In other words, an unemployment rate might increase. When the first
minimum wage was implemented on 1st January 2013, BNM suggested that the impact
of the minimum wage policy will be manageable and further indicated that it would have
small negative effect on employment. Given prevailing economic condition, however, the
magnitude of the effect may vary considering global pressing issues such as previous
COVID-19 lockdown, Russia-Ukraine conflict and inflationary pressure which are totally
different from a decade ago. There is still a risk of lower employment though it is
believed that the effect will be transitory.
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Short-term perspective, the companies are highly likely to operate at higher costs
when there is an increase of minimum wage, especially for the companies within the
industry that have been largely dependent on low-income workers. For immediate
response and to sustain the business, the companies will need to consider possible
means either to have cost-passing or cost-cutting measure. Over the medium and
long term, generally higher minimum wage (translates to higher disposable income)
is expected to have a positive impact on Malaysia economy. Apart from encouraging
better wage structure, both government and industry players should also focus on
improving the labour productivity so that it can correspond with the increment of
wage. A relatively lower productivity growth in relation to wage growth will
threaten a business growth and job creation, thus limiting or reducing the level of
business competitiveness.

Reference:
1. www.bnm.gov.my/documents/20124/830190/cp04_005_box.pdf
2. www.bnm.gov.my/documents/20124/826852/dhruva_et_al_final_JKK.pdf
3.
www.theedgemarkets.com/article/my-say-ensuring-minimum-wage-doesnot-affect-business-competitiveness
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JOB SEARCH TIPS FOR
GRADUATES
Adapted from Indeed

DETERMINE YOUR
JOB GOALS

UPDATE YOUR RESUME/ CV
& ONLINE PROFILES

MULTIPLE JOB WEBSITES &
SOCIAL NETWORKING

When you target certain roles in
your job hunt, it becomes easier
to conduct an organised search,
your network gets tighter, and
your abilities and qualities are
more likely to stand out.

Most employer review online
resumes or professional profiles,
it is critical to keep them up to
date with your most recent
qualifications with a modern &
easy-to-read template.

Utilize the daily job posting on as
many websites as possible to
increase your exposure to
employment openings.

BUILD YOUR NETWORK
Apart from reaching out to family,
and friends, joining networking
event, volunteering, and
professional organizations can
provide key insight on desirable
skills and tips on finding a job in
your field.
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EXPAND AND REFINE YOUR
SKILL SET

DEVELOP YOUR INTERVIEWING
SKILLS

Employers all across industries seek
employees who are up to date with
new technologies and trends in their
field. Taking the effort to improve or
acquire new abilities will help you
stand out to employers.

Study the company and examine how
your experiences and qualifications
relate to the job description and
needed abilities of the position you're
looking for. The effort will help you
advance in the hiring process.
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SDGA 16TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & ELECTION
OF NEW EXCO 2021-2023

The 16th Annual General Meeting and Election for new exco lineup was
conducted on 18 December 2021 at iNVENT! Space, TT3. The meeting was
held via a hybrid model of physical and virtual attendance, in line with the new
norm and compliance with SOP. The meeting witnessed the dissolution of
SDGA Exco 2019-2021, along with all its Divisional Liaison Committee.
The new exco line-up was nominated and installed. A new trustee and auditor
was also appointed during the meeting.
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MEET YOUR NEW EXCO!
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SDGA 17TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 17th Annual General Meeting was held at iNVENT Space, TT3 on 26th
February 2022.
The Secretary General presented SDGA’s Annual Report, while TresurerGeneral presented SDGA’s Financial Report. The congregation also passed a
resolution to waive registration fee for graduates aged 40 years old and below, as
a move to encourage more younger Dayak graduates to be part of the
association. This waiver is only for a limited period of 6 months
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DAYAK WOMEN 2022
(NCDW 2022)

SDGA together with Tan Sri Empiang Jabu Research Chair(TSERJ), Universiti
Putra Malaysia and Sarakup Indu Dayak Sarawak (SIDS) successfully held
NCDW 2022 on 18th & 19th March 2022 at BCCK. It was launched by
Premier of Sarawak, YAB Datuk Patinggi Abang Johari Tun Openg. With the
theme ‘Dayak Women Making a Difference’, it was attended by more than 400
delegates from all across Sarawak.
https://ncdw2022.com/
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SDGA VISIT TO MRANTI

21 April 2022- SDGA delegates visited MRANTI and was introduced to the
various programmes and assistance that MRANTI has to offer to budding
entrepreneurs.
https://mranti.my
MRANTI (formerly MAGiC) is a technology and innovation launchpad for tech
startups and are able to assist startups with consultation and funding for their
business ideas.
We also had a chance to visit their 3D printing facility and walk around the
MRANTI Technology Park.
SDGA wants to establish a relationship with MRANTI to assist any Sarawak based
startups and help funnel the relevant assistance and knowledge to entrepreneurs.
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SESI LIBAT URUS KPDNHEP BERSAMA
SARAWAK DAYAK GRADUATES ASSOCIATION

21 April 2022- Taklimat Pembangunan Industri Francais oleh Bahagian
Pembangunan Francais dan Jualan Langsung Kementerian Perdagangan Dalam
Negeri & Hal Ehwal Pengguna (KPDNHEP) di hotel The Westin, KL. Turut
hadir Bersama adalah rakan-rakan daripada Sarawak Entrepreneur’s Association
(SEA), Young Malaysian Movement (YMM), dan Cybertech PLT.
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MAJLIS PENUTUP DAN MAJLIS BERBUKA PUASA
YB MENTERI KPDNHEP BERSAMA SDGA

21 April 2022- YB Menteri KPDNHEP, Dato’ Sri Alexander Nanta Linggi
telah menghadiri majlis berbuka puasa di hotel The Westin, KL bersama-sama
dengan SDGA dan kakitangan Kementerian. SDGA amat berterima kasih
dengan sokongan yang telah diberi oleh YB Menteri kepada SDGA dan beliau
juga berharap lebih ramai rakyat Sarawak menceburi bidang industri francais.
Turut

serta

adalah

rakan-rakan

SDGA;

Sarawak

Entrepreneur’s

Association(SEA), Young Malaysian Movement (YMM) dan juga Cybertech
PLT.
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SDGA VISIT TO CRADLE FUND

22 April 2022- SDGA lead a delegation to Cradle Fund. Cradle is an organisation
that assists tech startups in its infancy to acquire assistance for funding and
integration into the startup ecosystem through various prgrammes and initiatives.
https://www.mystartup.gov.my/home
https://www.cradle.com.my/about-us/
SDGA wants to catalyse the Startup ecosystem and encourage more Sarawakians
to pivot into building more tech startups. We hope by building bridges to the
various relevant organisations, SDGA and Invent Space by SDGA will become the
hub for entrepreneurs and like-minded Sarawakians to innovate together.
The SDGA delegation was also joined by Sarawak Entrepreneurs Association,
Cybertech PLT and Young Malaysian Movement.
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SDGA VISIT TO SANTAN

22 April 2022- Site visit to Santan Food outlet in Midvalley Megamall by SDGA.
The Santan team shared with us about the business franchisee opportunities and
operations of the Santan franchise.
Santan Food is part of the Airasia company’s effort to establish a foothold in the
F&B business and are rapidly expanding across West Malaysia and hopefully one
day, in Sarawak.
We were also joined by our friends from Sarawak Entrepreneurs Association,
Young Malaysia Movement and Cybertech PLT.
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SDGA VISIT TO WORQ
CO-WORKING SPACE

22 April 2022- SDGA along with friends from Sarawak Entrepreneur’s
Association, Young Malaysia Movement and Cybertech PLT paid a visit to
WORQ Co-working Space in KL Gateway.
SDGA intends to establish networking with established players in the coworking spaces and exchange knowledge regarding growing a similar
community driven space at iNVENT! Space by SDGA.
It was a very impressive place and hopefully with this visit we will be able to
get a better understanding on creating something of our own.
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SDGA EDUCATION FAIR 2022

SDGA in partnership with UCSI Hotel held an Education Fair on 14th and
15th May 2022 at UCSI Hotel. Various different educational institutions held
their open day to assist SPM leavers as well as graduates to pursue their tertiary
education.

OUR
CONTACT
2nd Floor, Lot 75 & 76, TT3
Plaza,

Tabuan

Tranquility,

93350 Kuching, Sarawak

Invent Space by SDGA

082- 368 011 / 013 - 847 5916

iNVENT! SPACE
by SDGA
A

modern

meeting

and

space

inventspace2021@gmail.com

Located near the Sama Jaya Free

contemporary
to

gather

and

share ideas, innovations, skills &
knowledge.

Industrial Zone, a strategic place
with access to various eateries,
lodging
facilities,

facilities,
free

parking

inventspace_bysdga
space_invent
www.sarawakdga.org.my

banking
spaces,

and retail shops.

We provide meeting rooms for a
wide range of business needsequipped with quality furnishings,
Wi-Fi

and

video

conferencing

equipment and services.
SDGA Life Members get to enjoy
meeting package discount up to
15%!

iNVENT! Space by SDGA via Google
Maps & Waze

MEETING /
EVENT SPACE
Wi-Fi

RM200/session
for 1 room

GREEN ROOM
PACKAGE A

Whiteboard / Flipchart
TV / Projector

RM100

Lighting (Nanlite Litolite 5C)

Pens & Papers

ADDITIONAL PACKAGE
VIRTUAL
MEETING SETUP

RM20

1x Logitech Webcam
1x Condenser Microphone
Zoom Premium Account

PACKAGE B

RM150

PC
Condenser Mic (Superlux)
Lighting (Nanlite Litolite 5C)

PA SYSTEM

RM100
4x Cordless Microphone
1x Speaker with stand
1x Audio Mixer

PACKAGE C
PC

RM180

Camera (Canon 200D)
Lighting (Nanlite Litolite 5C)
Condenser Mic (Superlux)

Rooms are charged by session:
Session 1: 9am - 12pm
Session 2: 2pm - 5pm
Extra RM50 will be charged per
room on Weekends (Saturday &
Sunday) & Public Holiday
Bookings

are

subject

to

availability and T&C applied.

Refreshment

packages

upon request basis.

are

on

PACKAGE LIST
Meeting/Event
Space

Green Room
PACKAGE A

Wi-Fi

RM100

Add on:
VIRTUAL
MEETING SETUP

RM20

Lighting (Nanlite Litolite 5C)

1x Logitech Webcam

Whiteboard / Flipchart
Smart TV / Projector

1x Condenser Microphone
PACKAGE B

RM150

Zoom Premium Account

PC

Pens & Papers

RM200/session

Condenser Mic (Superlux)
Lighting (Nanlite Litolite 5C)

RM100
4x Cordless Microphone

PACKAGE C

RM180

PC

for 1 room

PA SYSTEM

Camera (Canon 200D)

1x Speaker with stand
1x Audio Mixer

Lighting (Nanlite Litolite 5C)
Condenser Mic (Superlux)

Space Rental
Rooms are charged by session:

Extra RM50 will be charged per

Bookings are subject to

Session 1: 9am - 12pm

room on Weekends (Saturday &

availability and T&C applied.

Session 2: 2pm - 5pm

Sunday) & Public Holiday

DIGITAL NOMAD
PACKAGES
DAILY

MONTHLY

SDGA MEMBERS:
RM8

SDGA MEMBERS:
RM150

NON SDGA MEMBERS:
RM10

NON SDGA MEMBERS:
RM190

BUSINESS ADDRESS
PACKAGES
BASIC
RM300/year

ELITE
RM6000/year

BUSINESS ADDRESS

BUSINESS ADDRESS

MAIL HANDLING SERVICE

MAIL HANDLING SERVICE

MAIL STORAGE

MAIL STORAGE
NOTIFICATION VIA EMAIL
PRINTING SERVICE (100
COPIES)
12X USAGE OF
MEETING/EVENT SPACE

COME JOIN US
ONLINE MEMBERSHIP REGISTRATION

YOUR BUSINESS

Do you have a business or service you
would like to promote? Drop us a
message at our facebook page or e-mail
us at sarawakdga@gmail.com for details.
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Follow
Us on
Social
Media
Let's Get Connected for Our Latest News & Updates

on Facebook @SarawakDGA & @InventSpacebySDGA

on Twitter @SarawakDGA

on Instagram @sarawakdga & @inventspace_bysdga

on website @https://www.sarawakdga.org.my/

2nd Floor Lot 75 & 76, TT3 Plaza
Tabuan Tranquility, 93350 Kuching,
Sarawak.

082-368 011

